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Session 1: Word List
cramped adj. not having enough space for the people in it;

uncomfortably small or restricted
synonym : congested, overcrowded, narrow

(1) feel cramped, (2) a cramped house

She writes a cramped hand.

chaotic adj. without any order or organization; extremely
disorganized, unpredictable, and confusing

synonym : disorderly, cluttered, topsy-turvy

(1) the chaotic economic situation, (2) chaotic theory

Change is also occurring in Turkey as a result of chaotic
reform.

culmination n. the peak highest point or climax of something, especially
happening after a long time

synonym : climax, completion, ending

(1) the culmination of her ambition, (2) culmination
altitude

Their achievements stand as a culmination of centuries of
development.

peninsula n. a long piece of land that is almost surrounded by water
but is linked to a larger part of the land

synonym : cape, foreland

(1) the tip of the peninsula, (2) the Arab peninsula

That peninsula was an essential base for the country's
defense.
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philanthropy n. the practice of voluntarily helping the poor, especially by
giving money

synonym : altruism, benevolence, generosity

(1) philanthropy organization, (2) private philanthropy

Tech billionaires often spend the majority of their time on
philanthropy.

diversify v. to make something include more different types or
things; to spread out activities or investments

synonym : branch out, expand, broaden

(1) diversify my portfolio, (2) diversify energy sources

This inclusive environment has allowed the plant species to
diversify.

interfaith adj. relating to or involving people of different religious faiths

(1) an interfaith marriage, (2) interfaith good will

The tolerance of the leaders of each religion made interfaith
dialogue possible.

parachute n. a device used to slow the motion of people or objects
through an atmosphere consisting of a large piece of
thin cloth that is attached to them and opens out in the
air

(1) parachute troops, (2) golden parachute

This training includes emergency escape drills with
parachutes.

migrant n. a traveler who moves from one region or country to
another, especially to find work or better living
conditions; a bird or an animal that moves from one
place to another

synonym : immigrant, itinerant, transient

(1) migrant worker, (2) the movement of migrant birds

The government revoked his license to employ migrant labor
crews.
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coder n. a person who designs, writes, and tests computer
programs; encoder (= the device or software that
converts some physical quantity, information, or data
into a specific format based on certain rules)

synonym : computer programmer, software engineer, programmer

(1) coder competition, (2) speech coder

Nowadays, companies in all industries need coders in
product development.

intern v. to put someone in prison, especially for political or
military reasons; (noun) a student or trainee who works,
sometimes for free, to get work experience or to fulfill
qualification criteria

synonym : apprentice, trainee, student

(1) intern civilians, (2) medical intern

The navy interned ships of defeated nations.

hundredfold adj. a hundred times as great or as much

(1) rise nearly hundredfold, (2) improve hundredfold

The development team reported two hundredfold increases
in performance.
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Session 2: Spelling

1. private phi______opy n. the practice of voluntarily helping the
poor, especially by giving money

2. medical in___n v. to put someone in prison, especially for
political or military reasons; (noun) a
student or trainee who works,
sometimes for free, to get work
experience or to fulfill qualification
criteria

3. improve hun______ld adj. a hundred times as great or as much

4. di_____fy my portfolio v. to make something include more
different types or things; to spread out
activities or investments

5. the tip of the pe_____la n. a long piece of land that is almost
surrounded by water but is linked to a
larger part of the land

6. an int_____th marriage adj. relating to or involving people of
different religious faiths

7. mi____t worker n. a traveler who moves from one region
or country to another, especially to find
work or better living conditions; a bird or
an animal that moves from one place to
another

8. cul______on altitude n. the peak highest point or climax of
something, especially happening after a
long time

9. phi______opy organization n. the practice of voluntarily helping the
poor, especially by giving money

ANSWERS: 1. philanthropy, 2. intern, 3. hundredfold, 4. diversify, 5. peninsula, 6.
interfaith, 7. migrant, 8. culmination, 9. philanthropy
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10. pa_____te troops n. a device used to slow the motion of
people or objects through an
atmosphere consisting of a large piece
of thin cloth that is attached to them and
opens out in the air

11. the cul______on of her ambition n. the peak highest point or climax of
something, especially happening after a
long time

12. feel cr____d adj. not having enough space for the people
in it; uncomfortably small or restricted

13. co__r competition n. a person who designs, writes, and tests
computer programs; encoder (= the
device or software that converts some
physical quantity, information, or data
into a specific format based on certain
rules)

14. a cr____d house adj. not having enough space for the people
in it; uncomfortably small or restricted

15. golden pa_____te n. a device used to slow the motion of
people or objects through an
atmosphere consisting of a large piece
of thin cloth that is attached to them and
opens out in the air

16. in___n civilians v. to put someone in prison, especially for
political or military reasons; (noun) a
student or trainee who works,
sometimes for free, to get work
experience or to fulfill qualification
criteria

17. the Arab pe_____la n. a long piece of land that is almost
surrounded by water but is linked to a
larger part of the land

ANSWERS: 10. parachute, 11. culmination, 12. cramped, 13. coder, 14. cramped, 15.
parachute, 16. intern, 17. peninsula
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18. speech co__r n. a person who designs, writes, and tests
computer programs; encoder (= the
device or software that converts some
physical quantity, information, or data
into a specific format based on certain
rules)

19. the movement of mi____t birds n. a traveler who moves from one region
or country to another, especially to find
work or better living conditions; a bird or
an animal that moves from one place to
another

20. the ch____c economic situation adj. without any order or organization;
extremely disorganized, unpredictable,
and confusing

21. ch____c theory adj. without any order or organization;
extremely disorganized, unpredictable,
and confusing

22. di_____fy energy sources v. to make something include more
different types or things; to spread out
activities or investments

23. rise nearly hun______ld adj. a hundred times as great or as much

24. int_____th good will adj. relating to or involving people of
different religious faiths

ANSWERS: 18. coder, 19. migrant, 20. chaotic, 21. chaotic, 22. diversify, 23.
hundredfold, 24. interfaith
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Session 3: Fill in the Blanks

1. This training includes emergency escape drills with __________.

n. a device used to slow the motion of people or objects through an atmosphere
consisting of a large piece of thin cloth that is attached to them and opens out
in the air

2. Their achievements stand as a ___________ of centuries of development.

n. the peak highest point or climax of something, especially happening after a
long time

3. This inclusive environment has allowed the plant species to _________.

v. to make something include more different types or things; to spread out
activities or investments

4. Nowadays, companies in all industries need ______ in product development.

n. a person who designs, writes, and tests computer programs; encoder (= the
device or software that converts some physical quantity, information, or data
into a specific format based on certain rules)

5. That _________ was an essential base for the country's defense.

n. a long piece of land that is almost surrounded by water but is linked to a larger
part of the land

6. The development team reported two ___________ increases in performance.

adj. a hundred times as great or as much

7. The government revoked his license to employ _______ labor crews.

n. a traveler who moves from one region or country to another, especially to find
work or better living conditions; a bird or an animal that moves from one place
to another

ANSWERS: 1. parachutes, 2. culmination, 3. diversify, 4. coders, 5. peninsula, 6.
hundredfold, 7. migrant
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8. Change is also occurring in Turkey as a result of _______ reform.

adj. without any order or organization; extremely disorganized, unpredictable, and
confusing

9. The tolerance of the leaders of each religion made __________ dialogue
possible.

adj. relating to or involving people of different religious faiths

10. The navy ________ ships of defeated nations.

v. to put someone in prison, especially for political or military reasons; (noun) a
student or trainee who works, sometimes for free, to get work experience or to
fulfill qualification criteria

11. She writes a _______ hand.

adj. not having enough space for the people in it; uncomfortably small or restricted

12. Tech billionaires often spend the majority of their time on ____________.

n. the practice of voluntarily helping the poor, especially by giving money

ANSWERS: 8. chaotic, 9. interfaith, 10. interned, 11. cramped, 12. philanthropy
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